Strategic Framework

We are stewards of a remarkable resource, a City on the Pacific of great cultural and physical diversity. In the 21st century, San Diego must continue to evolve in harmony with its exceptional natural environment, always treasuring the unique character of its neighborhoods, striving for equity, and celebrating the rich mosaic that is San Diego.

~ Strategic Framework Element Vision Statement, 2002

San Diego is a city in a region with unique and varied landscapes – ocean and beaches, estuaries and river valleys, canyons and mesas, hills and mountains, and desert. These landscapes and the City’s transportation networks define San Diego’s communities, each with their own character, history, and scale. These communities, and the landscapes and transportation networks that frame and link them, are the City's basic building blocks.

San Diego is a prominent California city, adjacent to Mexico, on the Pacific Rim. It is an international city, economically and culturally. It is a creative city with exceptional strength in science, commerce, education, and art. It is an important city in the nation’s defense.

Building such a city across this special landscape has always been and will continue to be San Diegans' urban planning challenge. This General Plan sets out the City’s policies for wise land use and the provision of services to maintain, and where necessary improve, San Diego's natural and built environments, and its residents' quality-of-life.

Over the last two centuries, San Diego has grown by expanding outward onto land still in its natural state. This is the first General Plan in the City's continuing history that must address most future growth without expansion onto its open lands. It establishes the strategic framework for how the City grows while maintaining the qualities that best define San Diego.
Role and Purpose of the General Plan

The City's General Plan is its constitution for development. It is the foundation upon which all land use decisions in the City are based. It expresses community vision and values, and it embodies public policy for the distribution of future land use, both public and private.

State law requires each city to adopt a general plan to guide its future development and mandates that the plan be periodically updated to assure its continuing relevance and value. It also requires the inclusion of seven mandatory elements: Land Use, Circulation, Housing, Conservation, Noise, Open Space, and Safety. However, state law permits flexibility in the presentation of elements and the inclusion of optional elements to best meet the needs of a particular city. The City of San Diego's General Plan addresses state requirements through the following ten elements: Land Use and Community Planning; Mobility; Economic Prosperity; Public Facilities, Services and Safety; Urban Design; Recreation; Historic Preservation; Conservation; Noise; and Housing. More information on mandatory and optional elements is found in Appendix A, SF-1. State law requires internal consistency, meaning that policies within the components of the General Plan cannot conflict with one another, and that no one element may take precedence over another.
City of Villages Strategy

The City of Villages strategy focuses growth into mixed-use activity centers that are pedestrian-friendly districts linked to an improved regional transit system. It was first adopted as a part of the Strategic Framework Element of the General Plan in 2002. It was developed through an intensive process of public collaboration over a three-year period. The strategy draws upon the character and strengths of San Diego’s natural environment, neighborhoods, commercial centers, institutions, and employment centers. The strategy is designed to sustain the long-term economic, environmental, and social health of the City and its many communities. It recognizes the value of San Diego’s distinctive neighborhoods and open spaces that together form the City as a whole.

A “village” is defined as the mixed-use heart of a community where residential, commercial, employment, and civic uses are all present and integrated. Each village will be unique to the community in which it is located. All villages will be pedestrian-friendly and characterized by inviting, accessible and attractive streets and public spaces. Public spaces will vary from village to village, consisting of well-designed public parks or plazas that bring people together. Individual villages will offer a variety of housing types affordable for people with different incomes and needs. Over time, villages will connect to each other via an expanded regional transit system.

Implementation of the City of Villages strategy relies upon the designation and development of village sites. There are many factors to consider when designating village sites including the capacity for growth, existing and future public facilities, transportation options, community character, and environmental constraints. Precise village boundaries, the specific mix of uses, architectural form, needed public facilities, and the type of public space within proposed village areas will be determined through community plan updates or amendments. The hierarchy of village types and development areas is described on the following page.

Transportation and Land Use Planning

Implementation of the City of Villages growth strategy is dependent upon close coordination of land use and transportation planning. The strategy calls for redevelopment, infill, and new growth to be targeted into compact, mixed-use, and walkable villages that are connected to a regional transit system. Villages should increase personal transportation choices and minimize transportation impacts through design that pays attention to the needs of people traveling by foot, bicycle, and transit, as well as the automobile. Focused development and density adjacent to transit stops that link where people live to where people work, shop, and recreate, helps make transit convenient for more people. It allows for a more cost-effective expansion of transit services.
Community and Neighborhood Village Centers are locally-oriented mixed-use commercial and residential districts where residents and visitors come together. They are staging areas for transit. Community and Neighborhood Village Centers can range in size from just a few to more than 100 acres. Community Village Centers serve a larger area than Neighborhood Village Centers and may have a more significant employment component than a neighborhood village.

Downtown San Diego has a unique role to play in the 21st century development of the San Diego region. In addition to being the administrative, legal, cultural and entertainment center in the region, downtown also offers the most convenient and extensive transit connections and has emerged as an exciting pedestrian environment.

Urban Village Centers are higher-density nodes within subregional employment areas. They cluster more intensive employment, residential, commercial, and civic uses, integrated with public spaces, to encourage walking and to support transit.

The City contains commercial corridors that are lively and vital, pedestrian-friendly, home to a rich variety of small businesses, restaurants, and homes, and served by higher frequency transit service. Transit corridors provide valuable new housing opportunities with fewer impacts to the regional freeway system because of their available transit service. Some corridors would benefit from revitalization.
Housing in mixed-use commercial areas provides opportunities for people to live near their place of work, and helps support the use of neighborhood shops and services. As such, the City of Villages land use pattern is both a transportation and land use strategy. The integration of transit and land use planning is illustrated by the Transit/Land Use Connections Map (see Mobility Element, Figure ME-1). This map identifies existing and community plan designated activity centers, commercial centers and corridors, and multifamily residential areas that are along the region's higher frequency existing and planned transit services.

Regional Planning/Inter-Jurisdictional Coordination

Regional coordination is needed to effectively guide land use and transportation planning, investment in regional-serving facilities, and preservation of open spaces that span multiple jurisdictions. The City of San Diego works closely with the County of San Diego, the San Diego Unified Port District, the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG), the San Diego County Regional Airport Authority, Tribal Governments, and other local governments and agencies throughout the region to further common goals. The City also works with state and federal representatives on legislative, regulatory, and budgetary matters that impact the City of San Diego, and with its counterparts in Mexico on border/binational issues.

SANDAG plays a key role in regional coordination efforts. SANDAG is the region's transportation and planning agency (see also the Mobility Element discussion) comprised of member agencies from the region's 19 local governments. City of San Diego interests are represented at SANDAG through the votes of the City's elected officials serving on the SANDAG Board of Directors, staff participation on SANDAG advisory committees, and direct public participation in the process. Working with SANDAG and as an independent jurisdiction, the City of San Diego must plan for, and implement transportation projects which are essential to the growth and evolution of a major urban center, and are critical to progressive land use planning decisions.

The SANDAG Board of Directors adopted a Regional Comprehensive Plan (RCP) in 2004 that provides a strategic planning framework for the San Diego region. The RCP encourages cities and the county to increase residential and employment concentrations in areas with the best existing and future transit connections, and to preserve important open spaces. The RCP includes an Integrated Regional Infrastructure Strategy and serves as a unifying document for a number of other regional initiatives covering topics such as housing, economic prosperity, habitat preservation, and environmental resource protection. The RCP addresses San Diego's relationships with neighboring counties, Tribal Governments, and northern Baja California. The City of San Diego General Plan is designed to complement and support the RCP.
Guiding Principles

The City of San Diego General Plan integrates the following basic principles which describe the essential structure of San Diego's plan and reflect the core values that guide its development:

1. An open space network formed by parks, canyons, river valleys, habitats, beaches, and ocean;
2. Diverse residential communities formed by the open space network;
3. Compact and walkable mixed-use villages of different scales within communities;
4. Employment centers for a strong economy;
5. An integrated regional transportation network of walkways, bikeways, transit, roadways, and freeways that efficiently link communities and villages to each other and to employment centers;
6. High quality, affordable, and well-maintained public facilities to serve the City's population, workers, and visitors;
7. Historic districts and sites that respect our heritage;
8. Balanced communities that offer opportunities for all San Diegans and share citywide responsibilities;
9. A clean and sustainable environment; and
10. A high aesthetic standard.

The updated General Plan translated these organizing principles into new policy direction in the ten elements of the General Plan. Because less than four percent of the City's land remains vacant and available for new development, the plan's policies represent a shift in focus from how to develop vacant land to how to reinvest in existing communities. Therefore, new policies have been created to support changes in development patterns to emphasize combining housing, shopping, employment uses, schools, and civic uses, at different scales, in village centers. By directing growth primarily toward village centers, the strategy works to preserve established residential neighborhoods and open space, and to manage the City's continued growth over the long term.

The guiding principles of the General Plan are based on the Strategic Framework Element vision statement and "Core Values" that address San Diego's physical environment, economy, and culture and society. These values were developed by the Strategic Framework Citizens' Committee which included more than 40 individuals of diverse and accomplished backgrounds. In addition, thousands of others provided valuable input to the Strategic Framework Element in public hearings, public workshops, community planning group meetings, public forums, and email communications. Community planning groups provided input through their own meetings and as members of the Community Planners Committee. The complete Core Values can be found in the General Plan Appendix A, SF-2. In addition, those that contributed to the development of the SFE are acknowledged in Appendix A, SF-3.
Element Summaries

Land Use and Community Planning Element

Purpose

To guide future growth and development into a sustainable citywide development pattern, while maintaining or enhancing quality of life in our communities.

The Land Use and Community Planning Element (Land Use Element) provides policies to implement the City of Villages strategy within the context of San Diego’s community planning program. The element addresses land use issues that apply to the City as a whole and identifies the community planning program as the mechanism to designate land uses, identify site-specific recommendations, and refine citywide policies as needed. The Land Use Element establishes a structure that respects the diversity of each community and includes policy direction to govern the preparation of community plans. The element addresses zoning and policy consistency, the plan amendment process, annexation policies, airport-land use planning, balanced communities, equitable development, and environmental justice. The Land Use Element also has sections covering the California Coastal Act and its implementation in San Diego, and the history and implementation of Proposition A – the Managed Growth Initiative of 1985.
Land Use and Street System

The Land Use Element identifies seven General Plan land use categories: Parks, Open Space and Recreation; Agriculture; Residential; Commercial Employment, Retail, and Services; Industrial Employment; Institutional, Public, and Semi-Public Facilities; and Multiple Use. These land uses are displayed on the General Plan Land Use and Street System Map (see fold-out map, Land Use Element, Figure LU-2, General Plan Land Use and Street System Map). This map also identifies the planned street system, freeways, expressways, arterials, and collector streets needed to serve vehicular transportation demand resulting from the development of the City in accordance with this General Plan. The map is based upon a composite of the more detailed land use and circulation system maps adopted for each community.

The seven land use categories permit an overall, citywide view of land use distribution. For greater specificity, the General Plan identifies 26 “Recommended Community Plan Designations” that are to be applied during community plan updates and amendments. These 26 designations were derived from analyzing some 160 community plan designations that share similar definitions (see Appendix B, LU-2). Standardized designations were developed so that over time, community plans will share a common terminology, enabling better citywide land use analysis and measurement against regional programs.

Community Planning

The City of San Diego has more than fifty planning areas (see Land Use Element, Figure LU-3, Planning Areas). The community planning program has a long and diverse history with the earliest community plans being adopted in the 1960s. Each document is a unique reflection of the issues and trends facing the community and includes corresponding strategies to implement community goals.

Community plans represent a vital component of the City’s Land Use Element because they contain more detailed land use designations and describe the distribution of land uses better than is possible at the citywide document level. San Diego is one of the few jurisdictions in the state that has the size, diversity, and land use patterns that necessitate community-based land use plans. The community-specific detail found in community plans is also used in the review process for both public and private development projects. While the community plan addresses specific community needs, its policies and recommendations must remain in harmony with other community plans, the overall General Plan, and citywide policies. Overall, the General Plan and community plans are intended to be used as a means to maintain or improve quality of life, and to respect the essential character of San Diego’s communities.
Community plans are also the vehicle for implementing state laws pertaining to provision of housing opportunities, and meeting the City’s share of regional housing needs. As community plans designate land uses and assign densities, they must preserve or increase planned capacity of residential land uses to ensure that the City is able to meet its share of the region’s housing needs. Implementation of community-based goals may cause a shift in densities within or between community planning areas but together they must maintain or increase overall housing capacity. Community plans and other adopted land use plans are implemented through application of a broad range of zones, regulations and programs.

Balanced Communities and Equitable Development

“Balanced communities” have a diverse mix of housing types that are suitable for households of various income levels. Balanced communities can contribute toward achievement of a fair and equitable society, and have the additional advantage of providing more people with the opportunity to live near their work. City initiatives that work toward more balanced communities and to increase the supply and distribution of affordable housing include the Inclusionary Housing Ordinance (2003) and the City of Villages strategy (2002). The City of Villages strategy strives to increase housing supply and diversity through the development of compact, mixed-use villages in specified areas. This strategy also helps to achieve some of the jobs/housing benefits of balanced communities at a broader scale by encouraging better links from homes to jobs and services throughout the region.

The City of Villages strategy also includes a commitment to equitable development and environmental justice. Equitable development is concerned with the creation and maintenance of economically and socially diverse communities, and environmental justice strives for fair treatment of all people with respect to development and implementation of environmental laws, policies, regulations, and practices.
Measures to support attainment of equitable development will occur as a part of village master plans or other long-range plans as appropriate. General Plan policies call for working toward environmental justice through broadening public input, prioritizing and allocating citywide resources to benefit communities in need, and striving for equity in environmental protection and in the location of undesirable land uses, among other initiatives.

Mobility Element

Purpose

To improve mobility through development of a balanced, multi-modal transportation network.

The Mobility Element contains policies that promote a balanced, multi-modal transportation network that gets us where we want to go and minimizes environmental and neighborhood impacts. A balanced network is one in which each mode, or type of transportation, is able to contribute to an efficient network of services meeting varied user needs. For example, the element contains policies that will help walking become more attractive for short trips, and for transit to more effectively link often visited destinations, while still preserving auto-mobility. In addition to addressing walking, bicycling, transit, and streets, the element also includes policies related to regional collaboration, parking, the movement of goods, and other components of our transportation system. Taken together, these policies advance a strategy for relieving congestion and increasing transportation choices in a manner that strengthens the City of Villages land use vision.
The Land Use and Community Planning Element and Mobility Element of the General Plan are closely linked. The Land Use and Community Planning Element identifies existing and planned land uses. The Mobility Element identifies the proposed transportation network and strategies which have been designed to meet the future transportation needs generated by these land uses. Mobility Element policies related to project design and multi-modal facilities will be implemented through public and private development and capital improvement projects.

The City’s transportation strategies and policies cannot be discussed in isolation. The General Plan is a part of a larger body of plans and programs that guide the development and management of the transportation system.

- The Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), prepared and adopted by the San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG), is the region’s long-range mobility plan. The RTP plans for and identifies projects for multiple modes of transportation in order to achieve a balanced regional system. It establishes the basis for state funding of local and regional transportation projects, and its adoption is a prerequisite for federal funding. SANDAG prioritizes and allocates the expenditure of regional, state and federal transportation funds to implement RTP projects.

- The region’s Congestion Management Program (CMP), also prepared by SANDAG, serves as a short-term element of the RTP. It focuses on actions that can be implemented in advance of the longer-range transportation solutions contained within the RTP. The CMP establishes programs for mitigating the traffic impacts of new development and monitoring the performance of system roads relative to Level of Service (LOS) standards. It links land use, transportation, and air quality concerns.

The Mobility Element, the RTP, and the CMP all highlight the importance of integrating transportation and land use planning decisions, and using multi-modal strategies to reduce congestion and increase travel choices. The Mobility Element Section K, and Public Facilities, Financing and Safety Element Section B, contain policies on how to work effectively with SANDAG to help ensure that City of San Diego transportation priorities are implemented.
Urban Design Element

Purpose

To guide physical development toward a desired image that is consistent with the social, economic and aesthetic values of the City.

Urban Design Element policies capitalize on San Diego's natural beauty and unique neighborhoods by calling for development that respects the natural setting, enhances the distinctiveness of our neighborhoods, strengthens the natural and built linkages, and creates mixed-use, walkable villages throughout the City.

Urban design describes the physical features that define the character or image of a street, neighborhood, community, or the City as a whole. Urban design is the visual and sensory relationship between people and the natural and built environment. The built environment includes buildings, walkways and streets, and the natural environment includes features such as shorelines, canyons, mesas, and parks as they shape and are incorporated into the urban framework.

Each resident and visitor may perceive San Diego's aesthetic character differently, although there are several basic design elements that are commonly recognized by all. San Diego's distinctive character results from its natural setting, including beaches, bays, hills, canyons and mesas that allow the evolution of geographically distinct neighborhoods. The network of small human-scaled canyons creates a natural open space system that extends through many parts of the City. The topography and San Diego's year-round climate are ideal for outdoor pedestrian activity of all kinds.

There are several urban design principles relating to the existing City form and a compact and environmentally sensitive pattern of development envisioned in the City of Villages strategy. These principles are identified below to provide a framework for the goals of the Urban Design Element.
Contribute to the qualities that distinguish San Diego as a unique living environment;
Build upon our existing communities;
Direct growth into commercial areas where a high level of activity already exists; and
Preserve stable residential neighborhoods.

The Urban Design Element addresses urban form and design through policies that respect San Diego’s natural environment, work to preserve open space systems, and target new growth into compact villages. Urban form and how it functions becomes increasingly important as increases in density and intensity occur over time. The urban design principles established in this element are intended to help achieve an identity for the City as a whole while encompassing its physical, social and cultural diversity. A higher overall quality of urban design is another fundamental goal. Urban design applies at multiple levels from citywide to community to neighborhood and ultimately to individual projects. Urban design is a process to foster quality in the built and natural environment as the City of San Diego changes.

Urban Design Element policies help support and implement land use and transportation decisions, encourage economic revitalization, and improve the quality of life in San Diego. Ultimately, the General Plan’s Urban Design Element influences the implementation of all elements of the General Plan and community plans as it establishes goals and policies for the pattern and scale of development and the character of the built environment. The urban design policies will be further supplemented with site-specific community plan recommendations.

Economic Prosperity Element

Purpose

To increase wealth and the standard of living of all San Diegans with policies that support a diverse, innovative, competitive, entrepreneurial, and sustainable local economy.

The structure of San Diego’s economy influences the City’s physical development and capacity to fund essential services. A strong economy creates wealth that makes continued investment in, and maintenance of, San Diego’s infrastructure possible. Over the past several decades the structure of the City’s economy has shifted from a production-based economy to one that is increasingly based on creativity and innovation. The Economic Prosperity Element seeks to help create an environment that fosters this creativity and allows San Diego to better compete in the regional, national, and global economic setting. The element links economic prosperity goals with land use
distribution and employment land use policies. The element also expands the traditional focus of a general plan to include economic development policies that have a less direct effect on land use. These include policies aimed at supporting existing and new businesses that reflect the changing nature of industry, creating the types of jobs most beneficial to the local economy, and preparing our workforce to compete for these jobs in the global marketplace. The element also describes how the formation of redevelopment project areas can be used to help implement community goals.

Employment Lands

San Diego’s economic base is primarily composed of industries in the technological and professional services, manufacturing, visitor industries, national security, and international trade sectors. These “base sector” industries bring new wealth into San Diego by exporting goods, services, and intellectual property. Base sector industrial uses such as manufacturing, research and development, and support uses are especially desirable as they provide middle-income employment opportunities and good wages. Non-base sector uses include public sector uses, commercial services, and retail trade to residents. These uses provide essential services and jobs for residents and are encouraged to locate in village and subregional employment areas. Non-base sector uses are directly proportionate to the size of the population and strength of the economic base; they cannot expand beyond the capacity of the economic base on which they are dependent.

The General Plan includes the following approaches to encouraging base sector industrial uses to remain, locate, and expand in San Diego:

- **Community Plan Land Use Designations.** A range of community plan industrial land use designations are provided to protect industrial lands through varying degrees of limitations on non-industrial uses.

- **Prime Industrial Lands.** Prime industrial lands are employment areas that support base sector industries. The Industrial and Prime Industrial Land Identification Map (see Economic Prosperity Element, Figure EP-1) identifies the City’s existing industrially-designated land and the subset of these lands that are identified as Prime Industrial Lands. Residential and most non-industrial uses are not permitted within “prime” areas in order to protect base sector uses from potential land use conflicts and to maintain capacity for base sector industry growth.

- **Business Incentives.** City incentives programs are to be monitored and updated so that they offer increased benefits to projects and industries that have a demonstrated potential of providing middle-income jobs, and contributing to community revitalization.
Having an adequate supply of workforce housing is also an important factor in meeting the needs of businesses in San Diego. The City of Villages strategy encourages higher-density housing to be located in or near certain employment areas and village centers to better link jobs, housing and transportation. This integration of uses is encouraged in areas outside of the Prime Industrial Lands (based on an analysis of area characteristics) to help meet the City's workforce housing needs. The Housing Element contains more detailed goals and strategies to increase the supply and affordability of housing in San Diego.

**Economic Opportunities and Investments**

The Economic Prosperity Element promotes economic opportunity for all segments of the population and development of workforce skills consistent with an evolving local economy. This element of the General Plan includes policies to help the private sector create jobs for local residents, encourage career ladders and benefits for service sector employment, and to help increase access to education and training to meet today's business needs.

Additional policies are designed to encourage community revitalization through improving access to regional and national sources of public and private investment, to target infrastructure development to support economic prosperity, and to leverage the redevelopment process in certain communities.

While this element establishes economic prosperity goals and policies, it also calls for the periodic preparation and more frequent updates of the City's Economic Development Strategic Plan. The strategy will identify and monitor those San Diego industries that are growing and are globally competitive. It will also translate policies into more specific programs and near- to mid-term actions, in response to changes in the global economy.

The achievement of economic prosperity goals also relies on policies in the Land Use and Community Planning Element to appropriately designate land for economic development, the Mobility Element to provide a link between housing and jobs, and the Public Facilities, Services and Safety Element to address the development of regional facilities needed to reinforce the viability of our industrial areas.
Public Facilities, Services, and Safety Element

Purpose

To provide the public facilities and services needed to serve the existing population and new growth.

Providing adequate public facilities to serve the City's current and future population continues to be a great challenge. The Public Facilities, Services, and Safety Element (Public Facilities Element) responds to this challenge through policies that address public financing strategies, public and developer financing responsibilities, prioritization, and the provision of specific facilities and services that must accompany growth. The policies within the Public Facilities Element also apply to transportation, and park and recreation facilities and services.

The 1979 Progress Guide and General Plan (1979 General Plan) established a growth management program to address the rapid growth on the periphery of the City, and the declining growth trend in the central areas of the City. The plan sought to revitalize the central business district, and phase growth and development in outlying areas in accordance with the availability of public facilities and services.

In 1979, the City was divided into three “tiers:” “Urbanized,” “Planned Urbanizing,” and “Future Urbanizing.” The Planned Urbanizing areas consisted of newly developing communities where development was required to “pay its own way” through the use of Facilities Benefit Assessments (FBAs), or other financing mechanisms. Growth was encouraged in urbanized communities, with the assumption that General Fund (public) capital improvement expenditures would be provided in those areas. Over time, the FBAs were largely successful in providing facilities in the then-developing communities, but the General Fund fell short in meeting the public facilities needs of urbanized communities. In addition, the City’s Development Impact Fee (DIF) program for the funding of public facilities in urbanized communities was not adopted until 1987.
The 2002 Strategic Framework Element identified the facilities deficit in urbanized communities, and reaffirmed the need to address existing and future public facility and service needs in those areas and throughout the City. The Strategic Framework Element was also the catalyst for an effort to identify and map certain existing facilities in each of the City's community planning areas.

**Facilities Financing**

**Financing Strategy.** As the majority of San Diego's communities are now primarily urbanized, the General Plan provides a multi-faceted facilities financing strategy framework to address existing needs, provide adequate facilities to support infill development, and plan for the ongoing need to fund operations and maintenance throughout the City.

Key points of the General Plan financing strategy are that:

- The City and current population base are responsible for funding existing facilities deficiencies;
- Funding for existing public facilities deficiencies will come through diverse funding resources; and
- New development will pay its proportional fair-share of public facilities costs.

The element identifies a menu of financing options that could be implemented in order for the City to meet its responsibility to correct existing public facilities deficiencies. To supplement the General Plan, a more detailed strategy to identify specific mechanisms for financing various facility types in targeted geographic areas will be prepared and updated more frequently as needs are reassessed and new mechanisms are developed.

Other implementation actions include anticipated amendments to the City's DIF methodology and public facilities financing plans. Under impact fee methodologies in place as of 2006, fees collected did not keep pace with escalating facility needs and costs, and were intended to only fund a proportional share of new facilities. It is expected that DIFs will need to be applied in more communities in the future as areas developed as planned urbanizing communities in the past experience infill development that was not anticipated in their FBAs.
Prioritization. The General Plan establishes the framework for an objective and systematic approach to prioritizing the financing of public facilities. The aim is to strengthen the relationship between the City’s General Plan and annual Capital Improvements Program (CIP), to maximize efficiencies in the annual allocation of capital resources, and to implement the City of Villages strategy. Policies call for the City to use a standardized approach to facility prioritization that includes: identifying relevant criteria, evaluating projects based on that criteria, and producing a prioritized list of projects by facility type. Community plan conformance and preferences are to be a part of the prioritization process.

Evaluation of Growth, Facilities, and Services. In evaluating new growth, the General Plan requires new development to mitigate its impacts and avoid making facility deficits worse. Key policies require development proposals to fully address impacts to public facilities and services, and require projects that necessitate a community plan amendment due to increased densities to provide or help fund physical improvements that benefit the affected community planning area. In addition, General Plan policies call for the establishment of a centralized development monitoring system and for the maintenance of up-to-date public facilities financing plans to guide the provision of public facilities.

Facilities Guidelines

The General Plan provides policies to guide the provision of a wide range of public facilities and services, as summarized on Table SF-1, Public Facilities and Services Topics.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility Type</th>
<th>Topics Addressed in Policies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fire-Rescue</td>
<td>• Response time objectives for fire and emergency medical services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Annual emergency incident volume to evaluate impacts on services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police</td>
<td>• Average response time goals for various priority calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Guidelines for evaluating when additional resources are needed to maintain service levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wastewater</td>
<td>Wastewater treatment and disposal services, and infrastructure planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm Water Infrastructure</td>
<td>• Storm water conveyance system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Storm water facility and service demands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Infrastructure</td>
<td>Water supply and infrastructure (see Conservation Element regarding water conservation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waste Management (including recycling)</td>
<td>Waste collection, reduction, recycling, and disposal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libraries</td>
<td>Library planning and design guidelines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools</td>
<td>Coordination with districts on school design, location, and joint-use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Infrastructure</td>
<td>Integrated information infrastructure system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Utilities</td>
<td>• Collaboration with regional public utility providers in the planning and provision of their services and facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Consideration of utility investments in potential village areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Facilities</td>
<td>Planning and implementation of regional facilities and infrastructure investments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare Services and Facilities</td>
<td>• Participation with healthcare providers in facilities siting decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Integration with the City's growth strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disaster Preparedness</td>
<td>• Preparation for man-made and natural disasters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Plans for restoration of municipal services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seismic Safety</td>
<td>Seismic, geologic, and structural considerations in the built environment to protect health and safety</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Recreation Element

Purpose

To preserve, protect, acquire, develop, operate, maintain, and enhance public recreation opportunities and facilities throughout the City for all users.

The City of San Diego has over 38,930 acres of park and open space lands that offer a diverse range of recreational opportunities. The City's parks, open space, trails, and recreation facilities annually serve millions of residents and visitors and play an important role in the physical, mental, social, and environmental health of the City and its residents. Parks can improve the quality of life by strengthening the body and assisting in maintaining physical well-being. Mental and social benefits include providing visual relief from urban development, passive recreational opportunities that refresh the mind and provide opportunities for social interaction, and healthy activities for youth. Park and open space lands benefit the environment by providing habitat for plants and animals, and space for urban runoff to percolate into the soil, while also serving to decrease the effects of urban heat islands. In addition, the City park system supports San Diego's tourism industry, and enhances the City's ability to attract and retain businesses.
San Diego’s environment, its coastal location, temperate climate, and diverse topography, contribute to creating the City’s first-class recreation and open space system for San Diego’s residents and visitors. The goals and policies of the Recreation Element have been developed to take advantage of the City’s natural environment and resources, to build upon existing recreation facilities and services, to help achieve an equitable balance of recreational resources, and to adapt to future recreation needs.

It has become an increasing challenge to meet the public’s park and recreational needs as resident and visitor populations grow and the availability of vacant land decreases. The City faces increased demand on existing park lands and an inequitable distribution of parks citywide. The problems are especially acute in the older, urbanized communities. The Recreation Element contains policies to address these challenges and to work toward achieving a sustainable, accessible, and diverse park and recreation system.

**The City’s Parks and Open Space System**

The City of San Diego provides three categories of parks and recreation for residents and visitors: population-based, resource-based, and open space. These three categories of recreation, including land, facilities and programming, constitute the City of San Diego’s municipal park and recreation system.

- Population-based parks (commonly known as Neighborhood and Community parks), facilities and services are located in close proximity to residential development and are intended to serve the daily needs of neighborhoods and communities. When possible, they adjoin schools in order to share facilities, and ideally are within walking distance of many residences within their service area.

- Resource-based parks are located at, or centered on, notable natural or man-made features (beaches, canyons, habitat systems, lakes, historic sites, and cultural facilities) and are intended to serve the citywide population, as well as visitors.

- Open space lands are City-owned land located throughout the City consisting of canyons, mesas, and other natural landforms. This open space is intended to preserve and protect native plants and animals, while providing public access and enjoyment through use of hiking, biking, and equestrian trails.
Park and Recreation Guidelines

The Recreation Element provides policies to guide the City's vision and goals for park and recreation facilities citywide and within individual communities. It provides guidelines for the provision of population-based, resource-based, and open space parks and calls for the preparation of a comprehensive Parks Master Plan. Recreation Element policies also: support joint use and cooperative agreements, and protection and enjoyment of the City's canyonlands; introduce the concept of providing “equivalent” recreation facilities and infrastructure in constrained areas; and call for implementation of a financing strategy to better fund park facility development and maintenance.

Population-based parks are to be provided at a minimum ratio of 2.8 usable acres per 1,000 residents. Some of San Diego's newer communities come close to meeting this standard, but communities that were developed prior to the introduction of this ratio in the 1979 General Plan fall well short of this goal. It is difficult to acquire parklands in already-developed communities due to the cost of land and the desire to avoid displacement of existing land uses. In recognition of the City's land constraints, it is proposed that some of the 2.8 acres could be satisfied through the provision of equivalent recreation facilities. The proposed Parks Master Plan will develop and define criteria on how equivalent standards would be measured and applied.

Parks Master Plan

The Recreation Element calls for the preparation of a citywide Parks Master Plan that will establish a citywide parks network, inventory and evaluate all City park lands, recreational uses, facilities, and services; set priorities for protection and enhancement of existing park and recreation assets; develop implementation strategies to meet community needs; address inequitable access to recreational resources; and establish the basis for a sound financing mechanism to develop, enhance and maintain the City's park network and recreational resources.

Park Financing

In addition to facing land constraints, the City has been continually challenged with financial constraints regarding park development, maintenance and operations. Therefore, it is essential that new parks and recreation facilities, and improvements to existing parks and facilities, be designed and constructed to ensure their intended use with minimal funding for maintenance or upgrades during the expected useful life of the facility. Sustainable development features include the application of water and energy conservation measures, “green” building technology, low-maintenance plantings, and design that is sensitive to local environmental conditions and can help reduce long-term costs (see also the Conservation Element, Section A).
The key to providing increased recreation opportunities on a long-term basis is to identify and ensure adequate financing for park development, maintenance and staffing. The Recreation Element calls for the City to collect land and/or appropriate park fees for population-based park and recreation facilities to serve future residents.

The Recreation Element is interconnected to other elements of the General Plan. In particular, the Conservation Element provides additional policies for protecting and preserving our recreational natural resources, canyons, and open spaces, and the Public Facilities Element provides policies on public facilities financing, prioritizing, and development impact fees. Overall, the City of Villages strategy reinforces the importance of recreation as an essential quality-of-life factor that needs to be integrated into every community.

Conservation Element

Purpose

To become an international model of sustainable development and conservation. To provide for the long-term conservation and sustainable management of the rich natural resources that help define the City's identity, contribute to its economy, and improve its quality of life.

Conservation is the planned management, preservation, and wise utilization of natural resources and landscapes. The Conservation Element contains policies to guide the conservation of resources that are fundamental components of San Diego's environment, that help define the City's identity, and that are relied upon for continued economic prosperity. San Diego's resources include, but are not limited to: water, land, air, biodiversity, minerals, natural materials, recyclables, topography, views, and energy. Over the long term, conservation is the most cost-effective strategy to ensure that there will be a reliable supply of the resources that are needed now and in the future.

The City of Villages strategy to direct compact growth in limited areas that are served by transit is, in itself, a conservation strategy. Compact, transit-served growth is an efficient use of urban land that reduces the need to develop outlying areas and creates an urban form where walking, bicycling, and transit are more attractive alternatives to automobile travel. Reducing dependence on automobiles reduces vehicle miles traveled which, in turn, lowers greenhouse gas emissions. Additionally, it improves water quality by decreasing automobile-related oil and gas leaks that pollute water bodies throughout the City.
Climate change is a growing concern for cities around the world. The burning of fossil fuels, such as coal and gasoline, as well as deforestation and other human activities are changing the composition of the atmosphere, causing concentrations of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, and methane to increase significantly. The City of San Diego has taken steps to address climate change impacts at a local level. The City organization has continued to reduce its share of greenhouse gas emissions through fuel efficiency, energy conservation and the use of renewable energy, and the use of methane gas (biogas) to generate electricity, and continues to investigate additional steps that can be taken to help reduce greenhouse gas emissions, identify adaptation goals, and curb the impact of climate change at a local level. Refer to the Conservation Element, Table CE-1, Issues Related to Climate Change Addressed in the General Plan, for a comprehensive list of policies related to climate change issues.

Sustainable development is development which respects the balance and relationship between economy, ecology, and equity. The City is implementing sustainable development policies that will reduce its environmental footprint, including: conserving resources, following sustainable building practices, reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and encouraging clean technologies. In sustainable development practices, economic growth is closely tied with environmental, “clean,” or “green” technologies and industries. San Diego is well positioned to become a leader in clean technology industries due to its highly qualified workforce, world-class universities and research institutions, and established high technology industries. Clean technology industries demonstrate that environmental protection and economic competitiveness goals are aligned and mutually beneficial.

The Conservation Element reflects key goals contained in many other City and regional plans and programs and will help guide their future updates. The Conservation Element sets forth a citywide vision that ties these various natural resource-based plans and programs together using a village strategy of growth and development. It contains policies for sustainable development, preservation of open space and wildlife, management of resources, and other initiatives to protect the public health, safety and welfare.
Historic Preservation Element

Purpose

To guide the preservation, protection, restoration and rehabilitation of historical and cultural resources and maintain a sense of the City. To improve the quality of the built environment, encourage appreciation for the City's history and culture, maintain the character and identity of communities, and contribute to the City's economic vitality through historic preservation.

No city can hope to understand its present or to forecast its future if it fails to recognize its past. By tracing and preserving its past, a city can gain a clear sense of the process by which it achieved its present form and substance. San Diego's rich and varied historical and cultural resources include buildings, structures, objects, landscapes, districts, archaeological sites, and traditional cultural properties that possess historical, scientific, architectural, aesthetic, cultural, or ethnic significance. Although not always easily distinguishable, these resources, with their inherent ability to evoke the past, represent important aspects of the history of San Diego and the region, from the time before and during European contact with Native Americans to the recent past. The identification, evaluation, registration, and protection of these resources, and thereby the preservation of San Diego's past for its current and future residents, are the essential components of San Diego's historic preservation program.

The continuing challenge is to integrate effective historic preservation into the larger planning process. As future growth in San Diego shifts attention from building on open land to a focus on reinvestment in existing communities, there will need to be a continued effort to protect historical and cultural resources.

The City's commitment to historic preservation results in multiple economic benefits. It is widely recognized that where preservation is supported by local government policies and incentives, designation can increase property values and pride of place. Revitalization of historic downtowns and adaptive reuse of historic districts and buildings conserves resources, uses existing infrastructure, generates local jobs and purchasing, supports small business development and heritage tourism, and enhances quality of life and community character.
Noise Element

Purpose

To protect people living and working in the City of San Diego from excessive noise.

Noise at excessive levels can affect our environment and our quality of life. Noise is subjective since it is dependent on the listener's reaction, the time of day, distance between source and receptor, and its tonal characteristics. At excessive levels, people typically perceive noise as being intrusive, annoying, and undesirable.

The most prevalent noise sources in San Diego are from motor vehicle traffic on interstate freeways, state highways, and local major roads generally due to higher traffic volumes and speeds. Aircraft noise is also present in many areas of the City. Rail traffic and industrial and commercial activities contribute to the noise environment.

The City is primarily a developed and urbanized city, and an elevated ambient noise level is a normal part of the urban environment. However, controlling noise at its source to acceptable levels can make a substantial improvement in the quality of life for people living and working in the City. When this is not feasible, the City applies additional measures to limit the affect of noise on future land uses, which include spatial separation, site planning, and building design techniques that address noise exposure and the insulation of buildings to reduce interior noise levels.

The Noise Element provides goals and policies to guide compatible land uses and the incorporation of noise attenuation measures for new uses to protect people living and working in the City from an excessive noise environment. This purpose becomes more relevant as the City continues to grow with infill and mixed-use development consistent with the Land Use and Community Planning Element.
Housing Element

Purpose

To create a comprehensive plan with specific measurable goals, policies and programs to address the City's critical housing needs.

San Diego faces a severe housing affordability crisis. Not only are low-income people and special needs populations having difficulty finding adequate affordable housing, but now many middle-income people are finding it difficult to remain in San Diego due to the high cost of housing. The Housing Element identifies and analyzes the City’s housing needs, establishes reasonable goals, objectives and policies based on those needs, and sets forth a comprehensive five-year program of actions to achieve, as fully as possible, the identified goals and objectives. The Housing Element includes objectives, policies and programs for the following five major goals:

- Provision of an adequate site inventory and new construction capacity;
- Maintenance and conservation (including preservation of existing low-income housing and rehabilitation of existing housing stock);
- Reduction of governmental constraints that are no longer necessary;
- Provision of affordable housing opportunities; and
- Implementation of administrative goals (including fair share and community balance, use of redevelopment set-aside funds, reduction of housing discrimination, and energy conservation).
The Housing Element is intended to assist with the provision of adequate housing to serve San Diegans of every economic level and demographic group.

State law directs that a Housing Element shall be updated at five-year intervals, “consist of standards and plans for the improvement of housing and for the provision of adequate sites for housing,” and “make adequate provision for the housing needs of all segments of the community.” The Housing Element is provided under separate cover from the rest of the General Plan due to the need for frequent Housing Element updates, and to facilitate compliance with the state reporting requirements. It must remain consistent with the other elements of the General Plan and incorporate the City of Villages strategy as one of the key components of the City’s housing strategy.

Implementation

Action Plan

The General Plan provides a broad range of citywide policies that affect land development and overall quality of life. General plan policies are statements that guide decision making and are adopted by City Council resolution. Policies differ from Land Development Code regulations which contain specific, enforceable standards and are adopted by ordinance. The policies within the City of San Diego’s General Plan provide a framework to guide the physical development of the City and will be used to: guide community plan updates; review discretionary permits; and provide direction for public projects, master and redevelopment plans, and other implementation programs. As projects and future implementation actions are reviewed, individual actions are to be deemed consistent with the General Plan if, considering all its aspects, it will further the goals and policies of the plan and not obstruct their attainment.

The State of California General Plan Guidelines (2003) indicate that a general plan is typically implemented through zoning, subdivisions, and capital improvements. In the City of San Diego, General Plan policies are also implemented through community plan recommendations and actions. In addition, there are many specific actions or programs that the City initiates or completes consistent with General Plan direction. In order to identify and monitor a wide variety of actions found within the General Plan, community plans, and beyond, the City has created the General Plan Action Plan (Action Plan). The Action Plan is a companion item to the General Plan which identifies action items intended to implement General Plan policies. The Action Plan will be updated, as needed, to indicate implementation progress, identify new initiatives designed to implement General Plan policies, or reflect shifting priorities over time. Upon City Council approval of a General Plan Action Plan, the Action Plan will be deemed incorporated into the General Plan by reference. However, because an implementation measure, by its nature, must be consistent with what it is implementing, Action Plan items that are updated or changed and remain consistent with the General Plan are not
amendments to the General Plan. Changes to implementing actions will be ‘tracked’ to assure a clear record is maintained. In addition, a Mitigation, Monitoring, and Reporting Program (MMRP) has been prepared and is incorporated by reference in the General Plan.

Because San Diego is a large and diverse city, the General Plan relies upon the community plans (legally recognized as a part of the Land Use and Community Planning Element) to provide community-specific policies and recommendations. While community plans are in the process of being updated, there may be instances where the policies of the community plan and General Plan are not fully aligned. However, there are no land use or zoning inconsistencies between the General Plan and any given community plan because the General Plan does not change community plan land use designations. The community plans are the final arbiter on issues of land use, density, and intensity. The General Plan and community plans are to play complementary roles to ensure that quality of life is maintained, essential community character is respected, and that public facilities are provided.

The City’s adopted land use plans set the framework for the implementing regulations found in the Land Development Code. Despite that state law exempts charter cities from the zoning consistency requirement, it is the City of San Diego’s practice to apply zoning that is consistent with community plan land use designations to ensure their implementation. Zoning is one of the primary plan implementation measures. As the California General Plan Guidelines state, “the success of a general plan, and in particular the land use element, rests in part upon the effectiveness of a consistent zoning ordinance in translating the long-term objectives and policies contained in the plan into everyday decisions.” Zoning will be reviewed and changed as appropriate, especially at the time of a community plan update or amendment, to assure that revised land use designations or newly-applicable policies and recommendations can be implemented. New zoning options may be developed to better implement plan recommendations. Plan recommendations may also be implemented through subdivisions, in accordance with the Subdivision Map Act.

Additional implementation programs are referenced in more detail in the elements of the General Plan and Action Plan. Major implementation initiatives include the Public Facilities Financing Strategy, Economic Development Strategic Plan, Parks Master Plan, and other master plans and strategies. Master plans and strategies offer more in-depth analysis and implementation actions associated with their topic areas than is desirable in the General Plan. However, the formation or amendment of such plans will be evaluated against the policies of the General Plan. There are also specific legislative, regulatory, administrative, and collaborative implementation actions that will be needed. The General Plan and the associated Action Plan will be monitored to measure its effectiveness in achieving goals. The General Plan Monitoring Report, initially prepared in 2004, measures progress through: 1) Action Plan item implementation tracking, 2) San Diego Sustainable Community Program Indicators, and 3) community economic indicators.
City Budget Process

Implementation of the General Plan is accomplished through a broad range of legislative and regulatory actions that are outlined in the Action Plan. Each policy in the General Plan corresponds with an Action Plan item which identifies the implementation tool, such as a community plan update, master plan, or modification to regulations and ordinances, to help implement the policy. Although the Action Plan provides anticipated timeframes for implementing plan policies, many of the work program items are dependent on budget decisions. A Five Year Financial Outlook (Outlook) was developed in 2007 and updated in 2008 to examine the City's long range fiscal condition and establish funding priorities over the next five years. In addition, the Outlook established the framework for the development of the City's Annual Budgets. Eight significant initiatives were identified that require immediate City attention and resources and these initiatives as well as core city services are reflected in the Annual Budgets. It is during the budget process that new programs or additional funding for existing programs is allocated for the upcoming year. The General Plan Action Plan will be monitored to track the progress of General Plan implementation measures and help inform the budget process.

City of Villages Strategy

The City of Villages strategy will continue to help meet the long-term needs of the City through the incremental redevelopment of aging buildings and sites. Some of the activity centers or districts that have village characteristics are currently experiencing demand for intensified use and have infrastructure or financing for infrastructure available. These areas could develop in accordance with the City of Villages strategy in the next few years through comprehensive development plans. Sites that are currently developed with other uses may be the villages of the future. Many of San Diego's communities already have districts of different scales with village-like neighborhoods that will continue to evolve. A common feature of all the villages will be the addition of vibrant public places and the increased ease of walking between residences, transit stops, public facilities, and basic commercial uses. An emphasis within villages will be on improving the overall walkability between local destinations through the provision of safe and convenient pedestrian connections, traffic calming measures, landscape, pedestrian-scale lighting, public plazas, wayfinding programs, and other measures. As the villages become more fully developed, their individual personalities will become more defined and their development patterns will become more varied and distinctive. Some of the villages may take on specialized functions that cannot be predicted at the present time.

The rate at which the City of Villages concept can be applied throughout the City will be determined largely by market demand, public support, and the rate at which infrastructure deficiencies can be remedied. Transit will be particularly crucial. As urban area transit service is improved, many potential village locations could begin to develop in accordance with the City of Villages concept.
However, even if transit deficiencies and other infrastructure needs are fully addressed in the next two decades, it is likely that the transition from the current auto-oriented pattern of development to a more diversified pattern built with transit- and pedestrian-orientation will take many years to be fully achieved. The current automobile-dominated urban development pattern in San Diego has occurred over several decades and the incremental land use and transportation changes sought will likely take almost as long to realize.

Another significant factor that will influence the pace at which the City of Villages strategy will be implemented is the rate of future population growth in the San Diego region. The pattern of development envisioned in the City of Villages strategy will not be affected by the rate of growth, but the number of villages, and the demand for development within individual villages, will be influenced in part by population growth pressures. A demographic trend that could influence implementation of the City of Villages strategy is the steadily increasing proportion of elderly among the City’s population as the Baby Boom generation ages. Many elderly people are unable to, or choose not to drive as frequently. The creation of a more pedestrian- and transit-oriented urban pattern around village centers will provide more options to the elderly than the auto-oriented pattern of development that has prevailed in the past. Under the City of Villages strategy, many elderly may choose mixed-use, mixed-income neighborhoods that are accessible by transit or walking to a full-range of services and facilities.

It should also be noted that future environmental, political, and economic conditions, and other factors that cannot be predicted at the present time could affect the rate and scale of San Diego's growth and development.

Conclusion

The General Plan is intended to provide an enlightened strategy for the future development of the City – a strategy that values the distinctiveness of our communities while recognizing that San Diego is a major metropolis. The plan builds upon what is good in San Diego's communities, protects the City's canyons and open spaces, strives for a sustainable use of resources, and seeks to preserve a high quality-of-life for future generations. The General Plan relies upon the community plans to provide the site-specific guidance that will lead to implementation of many of the General Plan policies, and the continued involvement of an engaged citizenry to monitor its implementation.

For the remainder of the adopted City of San Diego General Plan, please refer to the enclosed compact disc.